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Introduction and Historical Notes
WHERE WE ARE

The Complesso Santo Spirito is located in the centre of Rome, a few steps from Saint Peter Basilica!
A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY...

• The Complesso Monumentale Santo Spirito in Sassia was an ancient hospital for poor people and pilgrims founded by the Pope Innocenzo III in the XII century. It arises on the ruins of the Schola Saxonum.

• During the Renaissance, the Complesso was rebuilt by Pope Sisto IV and decorated by the major Italian painting schools of that age. It became a raw model for studying and researching about the medicine and one of the most important hospital in Europe.

• Leonardo Da Vinci lived for few years in Rome and worked at the Santo Spirito, studying and enhancing his knowledge of the anatomy of the human body in various ways.
...AND ARTISTIC BEAUTIES

- **Andrea Bregno** carved a marble door named the "**Door of the Heaven**", XV century, recently restored by Giubilarte.

- Inside the Santo Spirito there is the largest concentration of frescoes of the XIV century.

- It is still possible to visit the Museum of Medical Instruments located in the Alessandrina Accademy.
Choosing the Complesso Monumentale Santo Spirito for Your Event
THE PRESTIGE OF THE HISTORIC VENUE

COMPLESSO SANTO SPIRITO

- Located in the centre of Rome, walking distance from the major historic/artistic sightseeings (Vatican Museums, Saint Angel Castle, Piazza Navona).
- Events with a maximum capacity of 1000 pax in one space.
- Wi-Fi system is available throughout the Complesso.
- All rooms are air conditioned.
- All its spaces are built at street level so that there are no access barriers.
- Close by to the principal hotels and parking space of the area.
- Unique venue for keeping inside important frescos and art masterpieces.
- First Italian member of the Historic Conference Centres of Europe.
Compliance with National and International Pharma Guidelines
KEY INFORMATION ABOUT THE VENUE

• Old hospital dating back to the 1475. Until 1986, the Baglivi hall served as a medical department adjacent to and part of the new hospital S. Spirito.

• Stored inside the Lancisiana Library, is a very important collection of ancient manuscripts attributed even to the likes of Leonardo Da Vinci.
**General Principles for Venue Selection**

- The Complesso Santo Spirito fulfills the scientific, logistical and organizational criteria for the venue selection process.

- The prestige, the history and the uniqueness do not represent a hurdle in the venue selection process because the Santo Spirito is located in the historic center of Rome and it is strictly connected with and part of the city.

**In Particular...the Congress Venue**

- Due to its uniqueness, the Complesso Santo Spirito is particularly able to strengthen the scientific motivations necessary for choosing this venue for medical events.

- Being an old hospital and adjacent to the new hospital facility, the Santo Spirito has no restrictions in term of the period of the year to be determined for organizing a medical congress.

- As a hospital structure, it has the great advantage to obtain important CME credits for medical conventions comparing with a hotel structure.
Congress Hub and Layout
TODAY THE COMPLESSO SANTO SPIRITO IS A CONGRESS HUB

That includes:

- n. 2 monumental halls which together can accommodate over 1000 people
- n. 4 halls set up for conference from 50 to 300 pax
- Various break-out room from 20 to 50 pax
- Business center
- n. 2 outdoor spaces
LAYOUT
Monumental Spaces: the Corsia Sistina (Baglivi Hall, Lancisi Hall and Tiburio)
CORSIA SISTINA

Two halls linked together that can offer you 1,500 sqm. without access barrier for your events.

Baglivi Hall  Tiburio – reception  Lancisi Hall
BAGLIVI HALL
..shape your events!
..meetings, conferences, exhibition area or gala dinners..

**Measures**
Area: Mt. 51,00 x 12,00 – Height Mt. 11,00 - Sqm. 600,00

**Capacities**
Up to 400 pax for plenary style
Up to 300 pax for amphitheatre style
Up to 400 pax for seated gala dinners
Up to 500 pax for standing buffet
BAGLIVI HALL
LANCISI HALL

.. create your spaces!
..meetings, conferences, exhibition area or gala dinners..

Measures
Area: Mt. 61,00 x 9,80 – height Mt. 11,00 - Sqm. 600,00

Capacities
Up to 650 pax for plenary style
Up to 400 pax for amphitheatre style
Up to 550 pax for seated gala dinners
Up to 650 pax for standing buffet
TIBURIO

..the monumental and exclusive entrance to the Corsia Sistina..

**Measures**
Area: Mt. 12,00 x 16,00 – Height Mt. 19,00

**Capacities**
Up to 60 pax for plenary style
Up to 60 pax per seated gala dinners
Up to 80 pax for standing buffet
TIBURIO
TIBURIO
Other spaces

- Concilio Hall
- Santo Spirito Hall
- Alessandrina Hall
- Lancisiana Hall
- Break-Out Room-Business Center/Spezieria
CONCILIO HALL
CONCILIO HALL
Where is located
CONCILIO HALL
Features and capacities

- n. 1 Plenary hall set up for n. 250 pax
- n. 1 Break-out room for n. 100 pax
- Speaker’s table for 9 person, stage and podium
- Audio - video
- n. 5 simultaneous translation booths
- WI-FI
- Air-conditioning
- Wardrobe
- Secretariat/Registration Area
CONCILIO HALL
Layout

Break-out room
Measures
Mt. 20,00 x 8,00
Capacities
Up to 100 pax for plenary style

Plenary
Measures
Mt. 26,00 x 26,00
Capacities
Up to 250 pax for plenary style
CONCILIO HALL
TEATRO SANTO SPIRITO HALL
Where is located
SANTO SPIRITO HALL
Features and capacities

- Measures: Mt. 30,00 x 10,00
- n. 1 Plenary hall set up for n. 250 pax
- Speaker’s table for 3/5 persons, stage
- Basic audio system
- Possibility of setting up simultaneous translation booths
- WI-FI upon request
- Air-conditioning
- Secretariat/Registration Area
SANTO SPIRITO HALL
ALESSANDRINA HALL
Where is located
ALESSANDRINA HALL
Features and capacities

- Measures: Mt. 13,00 x 14,00
- n. 1 Plenary hall set up for n. 200 pax
- Speaker’s table for 3/5 persons, stage and podium
- Basic audio system
- Possibility of setting up simultaneous translation booths
- WI-FI upon request
- Air-conditioning
- Secretariat/Registration Area
- Possibility to use other 2 break-out rooms located in the upstairs area
ALESSANDRINA HALL
LANCISIANA HALL
Where is located
LANCISIANA HALL
Features and capacities

- Measures: Mt. 15,00 x 11,00
- n. 1 Plenary hall set up for n. 80 pax
- Speaker’s table for 2/4 persons, stage and podium
- Basic audio system
- WI-FI upon request
- Air-conditioning
- Secretariat/Registration Area
LANCISIANA HALL
BREAK-OUT ROOM/BUSINESS CENTER AND SPEZIERIA
Where are located

n. 3 Break-out room/Business Center

Measures
Mt. 30,00 x 4,00
Capacities
20 to 40 pax for plenary style

Speziera

Measures
Mt. 11,00 x 6,00
capacities
Up to 40 pax for plenary style
BREAK-OUT ROOM/BUSINESS CENTER AND SPEZIERIA
Outdoor spaces

- Cloister of the Monks
- Cloister of the Commendatore
CLOISTER OF THE MONKS
Where is located

Measures
Mt. 24,00 x 28,00

Capacities
Up to 100 pax for seated gala dinners
Up to 150 pax for standing buffet
CLOISTER OF THE MONKS
CLOISTER OF THE COMMENDATORE
Where is located

Measures
Mt. 31,00 x 30,00

Capacities
Up to 800 pax for cocktail buffet
CLOISTER OF THE COMMENDATORE
EVENTS’S TYPE

- Congress and convention
- Exhibitions
- Gala
- Fashion Shows
- Concerts
EVENTS!
IN CONCLUSION

why choose the Complesso Santo Spirito:

• It’s a historic estate located in the center of Rome, unique in term of artistic beauties. Due to all its spaces, the Santo Spirito can host important events in a prestigious environment.

• For medical events the venue is in compliance with national and international pharma guidelines. Moreover, its peculiarities contribute to the release of a much higher number of CME credits comparing with a hotel venue.

• The team of the Complesso Santo Spirito in Sassia is able to satisfy all the needs of a demanding clientele thanks to a 360° dedicated event management service in order to guarantee a complete support to all your phases of setting up, welcome service and catering.

• The possibility to use the latest state-of-the-art audio/video technologies make the Complesso Santo Spirito a modern and sophisticated congress center in a historical and beautiful setting.

The result: an unforgettable event for all your guests that will become part of the story of your company
Impressive
The Santo Spirito will capture your heart and free your mind

WORLD EVENTS IN ROME - ITALY
COMPLESSO MONUMENTALE SANTO SPIRITO IN SASSIA

The first and most historical scientific/medical “congress hub” and multifunctional space, centrally located near St. Peter's Basilica, for events of up to 3000 people.

Giubilarte S.r.l. – Borgo S. Spirito 1, 00193 Rome
t. +39 06 68210854 f. +39 06 6893072
www.santospiritoinsassia.it info@giubilarte.it